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Poster Presentation at IAQ 2012 Conference
Laura Roberts from PPM recently attended the IAQ
2012 Conference held at University College London.
The Indoor Air Quality conference is the 10th in the
series of conferences dedicated to the research and
knowledge exchange in the field of indoor air quality in
historic and heritage environments in museums,
galleries, archives, libraries and historic houses.
We presented a ‘Poster Presentation’ (see photo) at
the event - titled ‘Application of Wireless IAQ Monitor’
which introduced our IAQ instruments and outlined
benefits of continuously monitoring IAQ. If you would
like to receive the ‘Poster Presentation’ document in
PDF, please contact me gareth@ppm-technology.com

Indoor Air Quality is a significant issue in libraries, museums and archival collections due mainly to the fact that many compounds, as well as unsuitable temperature and
humidity has a deteriorating effect on many valuable and precious items stored in these
buildings.
The design and construction of archive environments are unlike traditional buildings, in
that they require the most stringent of interior environmental conditions for preservation.
These conditions can sometimes create health problems for building occupants.

If you have any relevant
stories, including any
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exhibitions, application
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testimonials that you
want to be included in
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gevans@ppm-technology.com

Many delegates were interested in our poster and products; over the next few weeks
and months we are launching a campaign to promote our instruments to these types of
buildings.

Service trip to Trespa International.
PPM representative’s recently visited Trespa
International
BV in
the
Netherlands.
Trespa
International BV is a world leader in the development,
manufacture and supply of high performance, high
quality panels for exterior cladding, decorative facades
and interior surfaces.
The purpose of the visit was to service and calibrate
our numerous Formaldehyde monitoring instruments
we have supplied to their manufacturing base. We also
introduced them to our new instrument features and
developments.

< 4 to 20 Milliamp output Formaldehyde monitoring
instrument sampling the air inside Trespa facility.
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Technical Training given to EcoTech Environmental employee.
PPM recently welcomed Kenneth Chan from EcoTech
Environmental; they are one of Macao’s leading
companies in the environmental industry. We recently
agreed a partnership with Ecotech to distribute our
IAQ monitoring instruments in Macao.
During his 3-day stay we gave Kenneth some technical training relating to our
instruments and software; this vital hands-on knowledge will be vital in promoting the
instruments to the Macao environmental industry.
Website - http://www.ecotechmo.com/en/index.shtml

PPM at UK Fortronic Forum
PPM team members Huw and Tom who are
involved in research and development work
recently attended the UK Fortronic Forum held
at the Williams F1 Centre in Oxfordshire. The
subject of the Forum was ‘RF and Wireless
Design’.
Website - http://www.fortronicuk.com/page.asp
They attended a number of seminars and talks informing them of the latest
technological developments in this field. The event was an opportunity to gain new
ideas that could be adapted to our instruments.

The importance of Indoor Air Quality is moving up the EU
agenda.
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At the AGM of the European Ventilation Industry Association held on 11 – 12 June 2012
in Brussels, EVIA members decided to promote the importance of indoor air quality for
health and comfort in an extended spectrum of policy and legislation such as Energy
Performance of Buildings.
Link - http://pr.euractiv.com/press-release/importance-indoor-air-quality-moving-eu-agenda-24578

PPM Technology now on Twitter, Facebook and Youtube!!
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